OUR TEAM
The Coom Green Energy Park project team has extensive experience
in the design, construction and operation of wind energy projects,
including experience of key issues which may concern communities
such as noise, visuals, shadow-flicker, traffic, ecology and water quality.
We are committed to mobilising our experience to ensure we meet our
stated aim of creating projects which are good for Ireland, good for the
local communities and good for the environment.
Our team is working with the local community to ensure that
information is available and that queries are recognised and responded
to in a transparent and efficient manner. We are committed to involving
local people in the project and being honest and open in how we design
the project. We are also committed to ensuring that local communities
share in the economic opportunity that this project would bring.

Tom O’Donnell is our
Project Manager. Tom
has over 12 years’
experience in the
environmental sector in
Ireland, the UK and New
Zealand; including major
energy projects. Tom has
experience of working
on all aspects of wind
energy projects, from
feasibility to construction
and operation.

Pat Roche is
our Community
Engagement Officer.
Pat has worked in
the forestry sector
for over 40 years and
comes with a wealth of
forestry experience and
a deep understanding
of both the local
community and the
needs of the local area.

Kieran O’Malley is our
Development Manager.
Kieran has over 23 years’
experience in engineering
and renewable energy
project development.
Kieran has experience
preparing planning
applications and
environmental
impact assessments for
numerous wind energy
development projects
around Ireland.

CONTACT US
We welcome all engagement and interaction with you on any aspect
of what we are proposing to do. You can also contact us by:
email info@coomgreenenergy.com
call us at 1890 800 451
or visit our website www.coomgreenenergy.com

WHAT IS THE COOM GREEN ENERGY PARK?
Brookfield Renewable Ireland and Coillte are jointly exploring
the potential for a renewable energy project near the Bottlehill
and Glannasack areas in County Cork. This project is exploring
the use of wind turbines, solar panels and energy storage
technology.
The proposed project is currently at the design stage. The results
of detailed environmental impact assessments and feedback
from the local community and other stakeholders will inform the
design of the project. We are hoping to be in a position to apply
for planning permission in August 2019.

OUR FOCUS
We seek to be good neighbours in the communities in which we
develop projects and operate. Our commitment is to engage with
our stakeholders in decisions that concern them.
We will consult and involve people at every stage of the process.
We value your feedback and invite you to engage with our team.
Our aim is to build a project that brings tangible and long-lasting
benefits to the local community and contributes to the vital task
of decarbonising our country.
Our project team have been engaging in door-to-door community
consultation in the areas closest to the project and this will continue
throughout the pre-planning process. Meetings have also taken
place with relevant local community groups in the area. Open
evenings will be held to discuss the key aspects of the project.
Please see the website for details.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
In order to assess the suitability of the area for a renewable
energy project, the Coillte and Brookfield Renewable team will
continue to carry out a number of assessments in the coming
months. We have drawn up a preliminary scope for these
assessments and we will be consulting locally on this to make sure
it covers all relevant areas of interest. This information will also be
available on our website www.coomgreenenergy.com

